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Introduc)on 

Like others in this edited collec/on, we ask: what does it mean to take ‘the cultural turn’ 
seriously, and in our case, to engage it in research on globalisa/on and higher educa/on?  A 
turn, of course, suggests reorien/ng toward something from an exis/ng loca/on in ways that 
add new, or addi/onal, insights into inves/ga/ng an event or social phenomena. This might 
mean tracking along a new path and abandoning the route being travelled. Or it might mean 
drawing in new perspec/ves and approaches to shed light on the problem at hand.  

In the context of our chapter, it will involve adding a cultural lens to engage with, rather 
than depart from, an analysis of the global poli/cal economy of higher educa/on. In this 
regard we build upon work under way on a cultural poli/cal economy (CPE) approach to the 
study of educa/on (see Robertson and Dale, 2015; 2021), and in this case to researching 
globalisa/on and higher educa/on. This means problema/sing both globalisa/on and 
culture as concepts (Hall 1980; Archer 1988; Wallerstein 1990; Munch and Smelser 1992) to 
provide clarity about the philosophical and knowledge claims being made. 

The chapter is structured into two broad sec/ons – one sec/on which lays out our 
theore/cal thinking and approach we hope is helpful to researchers, and a second sec/on 
which brings these conceptual resources to bear on researching several global higher 
educa/on dynamics. We conclude by reflec/ng on what researchers might learn from a 
cultural turn, and what it means substan/vely, theore/cally, and methodologically. 

Sec)on 1 – Conceptualising Culture and Globalisa)on 

In this first sec/on we begin by asking what is implied by a cultural turn, and what new ways 
of seeing and researching are opened as a result? We then turn to how might we 
understand the idea of culture, and from there steer a path forward to benefit from agen/c 
or culturalist approaches, and ideological or structural approaches (Hall, 1980). Here we 
argue that a cri/cal realist account (Archer 1988; Sayer 1992) enables us to bring these 
approaches together for it explicitly works with experiences, actual contexts, and structuring 
mechanisms (real). We then introduce globalisa/on as an idea that has become emblema/c 
of the past thirty years, and deeply implicated in the transforma/on of the university. At the 
same /me, we show these transforma/ons emanate from par/cular places, and in the 
process of globalising, confront and in some cases colonise, other social orders with dis/nct 
social ontologies. To this end we elaborate on a civilisa/onal approach and what this adds to 
the study of globalisa/ons and cultures. We bring these different conceptual reflec/ons 
together to advance a cultural poli/cal economy (CPE) approach to research on globalisa/on 
and higher educa/on. 

What is implied in a cultural turn?  

What does a cultural turn imply? The answer to this seemingly simple ques/on is not 
straigh\orward, and most certainly demands more than the invoca/on - ‘context 
ma^ers’ (Crossley and Jarvis 2001). For sure context does ma^er does, but the elision 
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between ‘culture’ and ‘context’ takes us on a circular journey, with li^le ontological or 
indeed epistemic clarity on what it is we are hoping to explain. Culture of course is a big 
concept in the social sciences, and one that periodically makes its way to the top of 
intellectual agendas, with new ques/ons being asked and answers sought. In the early 
1980s, Stuart Hall raised the culture ques/on as part of a broader effort to move our 
understanding of culture beyond the ‘cultural debate’ with its unhelpful ‘high/low culture’ 
dis/nc/on (Hall, 1980: 57).  For Hall the ma^er was pressing; new insights were being 
generated on the ma^er from writers such as Raymond Williams (1958) documen/ng 
changes in social, economic, and poli/cal life over several centuries in England, and E. P. 
Thompson’s (196) work on the dis/nc/veness of working-class culture.  

A decade later Mike Featherstone, editor of Theory Culture and Society, asked leading 
theorists of globalisa/on and culture to engage with the idea of global culture. Globalisa/on 
had emerged as a keyword in the 1980s, emerging out of the collapse of the post-World War 
II se^lement in early 1970s (Hobsbawm, 1994). The mobilisa/on of neoliberalism as a 
poli/cal project, aided by new digital technologies, underpinned epochal shigs in world 
orders.  

These were to have important implica/ons for sectors like higher educa/on which had, un/l 
this point, been mostly tasked with the educa/on of the elite and na/on building 
(Marginson and Considine, 2000; Zgaga, 2007).  Yet as Featherstone was to later note, at the 
/me “…the thought of a global society or global culture made li^le sense to sociologists 
bought up to see society as coterminous with the bounded na/on state” (Featherstone, 
2020: 158). Nor, he noted, could society and culture be just ‘scaled up’ to the global level on 
the model of the na/on state. More than this, the ‘something beyond’ (ibid) needed to be 
theorised, and this meant problema/sing globalisa/on, on the one hand, and culture on the 
other. This also meant avoiding represen/ng both culture and globalisa/on as singulars, but 
rather as plural outcomes arising from the nego/a/on of ideas and meanings – as in 
cultures/globalisa/ons/life-worlds) even if confronted with hegemonic projects.    

The various contributors to the 1990 special issue, whilst punng different arguments on the 
table, at the same /me concluded that there was no possibility of a global culture akin to 
the culture of the na/on state writ large (Featherstone, 2020: 158). Yet even at this /me 
there was considerable evidence of transna/onal processes taking place involving people, 
money, informa/on, and goods, par/cularly because of the rise of new technologies 
(Appadurai 1990). What was not so evident to the contributors to this 1990 Special Issue 
was “…the increasing consciousness of cosmology, the sense of our place in the universe, 
means we have a greater sense of the world as a whole” (Featherstone 2020: 158).  

A cultural turn in their view would not simply be an idea/onal shig – as in the idea of the 
global, but that the global would be interiorised to frame understandings of social orders, 
their processes, and rela/ons, as ‘global’ (James and Steger 2014). In short, ideas had to 
permeate deep into levels of meaning forma/on to include social imaginaries and 
ontologies. This implied a par/cular concep/on of culture, as not simply idea/onal, but also 
structuring mental frameworks and world views. In the following sec/on we explore what 
might be involved in this way of understanding culture.  
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Which theory of culture? 

In a seminal essay in the early 1980s, Stuart Hall (1980) laid out the basis of an approach to 
culture with the ques/on: what theory of culture might inform the work of the Centre for 
Contemporary Cultural Studies that was established in Birmingham UK? Hall begins by 
no/ng that intellectual endeavours themselves are never en/rely new; they are always 
indebted to longer standing reflec/ons on ideas which find themselves confronted with 
either breaks or ruptures in their ongoing development.  

Hall begins the essay by signalling a departure from what had stood in for understandings of 
culture: that of Norbert Elias’ (1939) culture as a civilising process, and the idea of a cultured 
society. By way of contrast, Hoggart and Williams (1960) and Thompson (1963), amongst 
others, argued that we needed to see culture as, first, part of the everyday, and second, 
linked to consciousness, experience and feeling, with an accent on agency. In this account, 
culture is all around us; we neither outside of it, and nor is it an idealised, sta/c, state of 
being. Culture influences our ways of seeing things, our ways of living, processes of 
communica/on and the crea/on of communi/es, nego/a/ons over meaning, and purposes. 
This ‘culture and society’ tradi/on engages us to think quite explicitly about ideas, but not 
ideas as abstract unchanging ideologies; rather imagina/on is cons/tu/ve of ac/vity and 
agency. For Williams par/cularly, this kind of cultural materialism was fundamental to class 
struggle and a socialist project:   

The task of a successful socialist movement will be one of feeling and 
imagina/on quite as much as one of fact and organisa/on. Not imagina/on or 
feeling in their weak senses — ‘imagining the future’ (which is a waste of /me) 
or ‘the emo/onal side of things’. On the contrary, we have to learn and to teach 
each other the connec/ons between a poli/cal and economic forma/on, a 
cultural and educa/onal forma/on, and, perhaps hardest of all, the forma/ons 
of feeling and rela/onship which are our immediate resources in any struggle 
(1989: 76).  

If we were to summarise this posi/on, it would follow Marx’s (1963: 1) insight in the 
Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte that: “Men make their own history, but they do not 
make it as they please; they do not make it under self-selected circumstances, but under 
circumstances exis/ng already, given and transmi^ed from the past”. Nevertheless, there is 
the possibility that we can become conscious of the condi/ons that organise and limit our 
capaci/es to act, and in doing so, struggle against and transform them.  Without this, no 
ac/ve poli/cs can be conceived, let alone prac/sed (Hall, 1980; Archer 1988).   

The second paradigm Hall (1980) sketches out is a structuralist one, advanced by 
intellectuals like Althusser (1971). The structuralists’ focus was not on prac/ces but on 
ideology and ideas, and the ways in which this structures the mental frameworks that shape 
the agent, and thus their agency. Agents are thus the bearers of ideologies that re/produce 
social structures and their social rela/ons.  
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These two approaches now appear as compe/ng paradigms with one, a structural approach, 
opera/ng at a high level of abstrac/on away from people, and the second a culturalist 
approach focused on agents and their prac/ces, bringing them closer to the ordinary, 
everyday the totality of things. Yet Hall (1980) argues neither a structuralist nor culturalist 
account only is adequate for the task of studying culture in society. Rather both need to be 
drawn upon: structuralism’s strength is in conceiving of the whole, whilst culturalism’s 
strength is its radical par/cularity. “Structuralism creates the space for the structuring 
possibili/es of ideas or ideology; culturalism restores the dialec/c between the 
unconsciousness of cultural categories, and the moment of conscious organisa/on” (Hall 
(1980: 69).  For the researcher, the ques/on becomes, how to work with them both? 

In our view a cri/cal realist approach is invaluable for bringing these two different paradigms 
together. Its stra/fied social ontology – of experience (culturalist), the actual and the real 
(structuralist) – moves us upward and downward – from the concrete/complex to simple/
abstract and back again, all the while aiming to grasp hold of the internal rela/ons between 
prac/ces (outcomes) and the structuring mechanism (real) in specific contexts (actual) 
(Archer, 1988; Sayer, 1992; Porpora, 2015). This is a processual and rela/onal approach, 
which implies working our way between the ‘not visible yet evident structures’ that 
structure consciousness and feelings, and outcomes - like visible events and prac/ces, and 
narra/ves about experience and what they mean.  

How might we understand globalisa9on?  

It is now /me to turn our a^en/on to globalisa/on as keyword emblema/c of 
transforma/ons in the world economy and social orders broadly beginning in the 1980s.  As 
Featherstone (2020: 157) notes “…globalisa/on was very much in the air in the wake of the 
integra/on of the world’s financial markets in 1986”.  Whilst the term has come to define a 
key characteris/c of the past three decades, the term ‘globe’ can be dated to the 15th 
Century deno/ng the spherical representa/on of the world (Scholte 2008). Reference to the 
global re-emerged in the late 17th Century to describe a world scale, whilst globalisa/on 
entered the English language in the late 1950s (Scholte 2008).  

Since the 1990s, globalisa/on has featured in poli/cians’ and policy-makers jus/fica/ons of 
their ac/ons; it has also become a major academic growth industry. However, as James and 
Steger (2014: 421) point out, there has been remarkably li^le research on the etymology 
and genealogy of the concept. As a term, globalisa/on is ogen contrasted with 
interna/onalisa/on – as signalling the rise of na/on states and cross border transac/ons. In 
this regard, universi/es have historically been regarded as quintessen/al interna/onal 
ins/tu/ons because they ostensibly value world knowledges. However, as Scholte (2008) 
notes, reference to globalisa/on-as-interna/onalisa/on tends to reinforce a view of world 
social rela/ons as largely organised by na/onal states. Whilst clearly na/on states are 
important, they are not the only way of organising a polity; we can have suprana/onal 
regions, or civilisa/onal states (Arnason, 1990; Spruyt 2020).  

Nor should we be tempted to reduce globalisa/on to the liberalisa/on of markets, implying 
that liberalism is either essen=al to globalisa/on or even its equivalent. Other social 
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ontologies and their associated philosophies, such as Islam, have been equally powerful 
historically in stretching out into global space. That said, for Mi^elman the dominant form of 
contemporary globalisa/on “…encompasses an historical transforma/on in the interac/ons 
among market forces, poli/cal authority and the lifeworlds embodied in society, as they 
encounter and join with local condi/ons” (2004: 220).   

Scholte (2008: 1478) argues that globality “resonates with spa/ality” and specifically sets of 
social rela/ons cons/tuted out of transplanetary connec/ons between people, which are 
now denser than those of previous epochs.  But it is not simply the quan/ty of those links, 
but that these links are qualita/vely different: they are rela/ons formed out of flows of 
ideas, images, finance, people, produc/on, consump/on, and services that sit beyond the 
na/on state (Appadurai 1990).  Similarly, Mi^elman (2000) argues that globalisa/on is not a 
single unified phenomenon but a syndrome of processes and rela/ons that signal deep 
transforma/ons at work giving rise to a change in condi/ons in the world.   

Nevertheless, ideas are always located in and emerge from places, and even those that 
assume a transplanetary form have come from somewhere. Here Boaventura de Sousa 
Santos’s defini/on of globalisa/on is important, as: “…the process by which a given en/ty 
reaches the globe by enlarging its own ambit, and in doing so develops the capacity or the 
preroga/ve of naming as local or rival en//es” (2004: 149). This way of viewing globalisa/on 
draws our a^en/on to the movement of a par/cular en/ty from one loca/on to others 
presen/ng itself as represen/ng universal interests. In doing so, it disguises what Hall (1980) 
called, radical par/cularity.  This reduces the complexity and diversity of ideas and prac/ces 
of what 'global' or 'ac/ng globally' could mean or represent into a set of dominant views of 
the process. For less relevant countries, being involved globally means to agree on the terms 
of a project, not to par/cipate in its defini/on. 

Whilst these global processes might involve idea/onal convergence, ipso facto it does not 
have to reduce cultural diversity. Indeed, the global, regional, na/onal, sub-na/onal, local, 
and household can intertwine in social space leading to ‘hybrid’ (Pieterse 2020) 
combina/ons and globalisa/ons. In other words, we might be able to iden/fy a narrow 
range of ideas being strategically advanced, like the world class university, however when 
this entwines with social processes at mul/ple scales, we see new hybrid forms.  

James and Steger (2014: 423) point out it is important to theorise how an idea – like 
globalisa/on – comes to shape our life-worlds. They trace out four levels or layers of 
meaning forma/on: ideas, ideologies, imaginaries, and ontologies. Ideas are elements of 
thought and belief; ideologies are pa^erned clusters of norma/vely imbued ideas and 
beliefs; imaginaries are pa^erned expressions of the social whole; and ontologies are 
pa^erned ways of being in the world (ibid). Imaginaries are important for no/ons of shared 
community (Anderson 2016), whilst ontologies signal the possibility of dis/nc/ve 
worldviews, such as those broadly a^ributed to civilisa/ons (Spruyt 2020). Recogni/on of 
these ontological differences helps provincialize state forms and their social orders – such as 
Europe (Chakrabarty 2000). This, in turn, situates social forma/ons: for example, the 
par/cularity of the West, modernity, the Westphalian state system, are situated in rela/on 
to other par/culars.  We pick this up in the following sec/on.   
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Bringing civilisa9ons into our analysis of world cultures 

The study of civiliza/ons disappeared broadly around the late 1950s, as na/on-states came 
to dominate the bi-polar post-WW II world order.  Civiliza/on studies can be fundamentally 
contrasted with studies of the na/on state, the la^er trumping the former un/l the 1990s 
following the waning of US power. Throughout the 1990s, a series of authors engaged with 
the idea of civiliza/ons and offered a civiliza/onal analysis of world poli/cs (see Coker, 1998; 
Gress, 1998; Hun/ngton 1996; Lewis and Wigan 1997).  

In a review piece en/tled ‘Civiliza/on’ on Trial published in Millennium (1999), Jackson asks: 
how might one advance a study of civiliza/ons? He offers a useful dis/nc/on between 
different kinds of approaches. The first he describes as a substan/al approach; the second a 
processional and rela/onal approach. Substan/alist approaches regard the object of analysis 
as ‘things’ with essen/al essences. These civiliza/ons are constant, and there is an enduring 
set of ideas and ins/tu/ons which influence ac/on over a long period of /me. 

By way of contrast, processual and rela/onal approaches regard the object of analysis to be 
unfolding processes and projects that draw and redraw boundaries between en//es. In a 
very real sense, an en/ty is its boundaries, which serves to differen/ate it from other 
en//es.  In the case of civiliza/ons, a processual rela/onal approach maintains that a 
civiliza/on consists of those prac/ces which serve to dis/nguish one civiliza/on from 
another, and that the unfolding of these processes and projects never takes place inside any 
one civiliza/on only, but rather between civiliza/ons. That is, it is precisely in the limits of 
different ideologies/worldviews where new meanings are nego/ated or imposed. 

Why add a civiliza/onal analysis to our theorising of culture and globalisa/on? One answer 
is that civiliza/ons have always been a feature of world poli/cs, but that their analysis had 
become dormant with the dominance of the Westphalian state structure in post WWII world 
order. Focusing again on civilisa/ons enables us to see different kinds of states, from the 
Westphalian state to civilisa/onal states, with their different social ontologies. It also serves 
to provincialize Westphalian states, on the one hand, and the West and Europe, on the 
other.   This in turn brings into view the cultural basis of Western civiliza/on; that of 
individualism, the separa/on of spiritual and temporal authority, the rule of law, and social 
pluralism.  It is the combina/on of these factors which made the West a dis/nc/ve social 
order, and which was to emerge as hegemonic in the post-WWII period and projected 
through contemporary globalising projects. For our purposes in this paper, it is this set of 
civilisa/onal a^ributes which are re/produced through the key ins/tu/ons of a society, that 
include universi/es.  

In The World Imagined (2020), Spruyt points to important differences between Westphalian 
systems and other state civiliza/ons. For example, the Westphalian system has a set of 
founda/onal principles that include authority claims that are territorially defined and 
limited, stretching to the border and no further within this defined territory. Government is 
sovereign and it exercises full authority throughout the realm. It is not beholden to any 
higher order beyond the borders of the polity unless the state has ceded some authority by 
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choice. The mutual recogni/on of territorial limits to authority logically establishes the 
crea/on of mutually agreed borders. The Westphalian system defines states as juridical 
equals and as the cons/tu/ve actors of the interna/onal system.  

However, this poli/cal development did not occur in the rest of the Eurasian con/nent: for 
example, the Chinese Empire and dynas/es in the east and southeast Asian world all claim 
universalist rule – or all under heaven (Spruyt 2020). Consequently, the emerging European 
system of sovereign states with its mutually recognised territorial limits to authority stood in 
tension with a logic of the universal empire. Universal empire in principle recognises no 
equal and sets no limits to its own extension. Rulers in such ‘universalist’ systems must 
legi/mate their authority in quite different grounds than sovereigns in the Westphalian 
system.  

Spruyt (2020) argues that following World War II the West began to adopt an explicit 
disregard for non-Western socie/es, as uncivilised and despo/c regimes, in turn paving the 
way for the European empire to see itself as the centre of the civilised world and separate 
from an uncivilised on. This separa/on of us and them is, in turn, cons/tu/ve of civilisa/onal 
states and their iden//es.  

The West’s project, however, was not only hegemonic but colonial, /ed to ongoing projects 
of imperialism and empire (Bhambra, 2021). In this regard, globalisa/on  can be viewed as 
an effort at re-scaling the already exis/ng hegemonic project of Western modernity and 
neoliberal capitalism. Colonialism and imperialism are  thus par/cular ways of structuring 
economic, poli/cal and cultural dominance projects. Changing the spa/al dimension and the 
narra/ve (there is no alterna/ve to globalisa/on) offers new mechanisms for the 
materialisa/on of dominant projects, and new entry points for transna/onal capital and 
predatory states to benefit from this process.  

A civilisa/onal argument is also developed by Gill (1995: 99) to describe what he calls a 
market civilisa/on. This emerges from the expansion of global capitalism and its 
transforma/on of the present world order; a process driven by economic liberal defini/ons 
of social purpose and possessive individualism.    

By market civilisa/on I mean a contradictory movement or set of transforma/ve 
prac/ces. The concept entails, on the one hand, cultural, ideological, and mythic 
forms broadly understood as an ideology or myth of capitalist progress. These 
representa/ons are associated with the cumula/ve aspects of market integra/on 
and the increasingly expansive structures of accumula/on, legi/ma/on, 
consump/on, and work. They are largely configured by the power of 
transna/onal capital. On the other hand, market civilisa/on involves pa^erns of 
social disintegra/on and exclusionary and hierarchical pa^erns of social 
rela/ons.   

This argument is highly per/nent to our analysis of globalising higher educa/on in many 
parts of the world, manifest in what Slaughter and Rhoades (2009) call ‘academic capitalism’.  
The expansion of the modern university is deeply implicated in these processes of 
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knowledge produc/on and its circula/on globally; Santos calls this ‘the cogni/ve 
empire’ (2018). The tendency for scholars to reinforce western hegemony is also powerful; 
Marginson and Yang (2022) illustrate this point in their comparison of universi/es in China 
and the Anglo-American world and their dis/nc/ve social ontologies. The idea of private and 
public have very different connota/ons in each of these higher educa/on systems.     

Cultures, globalisa9ons, and CPE 

Understood in terms of our earlier arguments on culture, we can now reaffirm our 
argument: that a culturalist (agency/prac/ces of agents) and structuralist (ideology/mental 
frameworks) approach to the idea of globalisa/on(s) is important in our research to trace 
out how ideas in par/cular material condi/ons transform structurally inscribed strategies of 
agents (Jessop, 2005) and vice versa. A cultural structuralist approach to culture links the 
idea/onal to the material; it places explanatory weight on the dialec/c between condi/ons 
and consciousness.  
    
Earlier we argued for an approach that explicitly linked culture to poli/cal economy. We now 
bring these together as cultural poli/cal economy (CPE). CPE is a broad interdisciplinary 
approach aimed at extending the tradi/onal concerns of poli/cal economy to show how 
they interact with cultural processes of meaning making. Scholars engaged in the 
development of this approach have sought to overcome the standoff between cultural 
theorists, on the one hand, and poli/cal economy theorists, on the other much like Hall 
(1980). Jessop (2009), amongst others, has pioneered a dis/nct approach to CPE to shed 
light on how the meanings that actors a^ribute to the social worlds are themselves 
embedded in material, poli/cal, and economic rela/ons, and ins/tu/ons. We draw upon this 
pioneering work whilst at the same /me use it to deepen a debate on the cultural, as 
including dis/nct social ontologies that give rise to civiliza/ons (see Robertson and Dale 
2015; 2021).  

Sec)on 2 – Globalising Culture and Higher Educa)on 

In this second half we now draw on CPE with its specific parsing of culture, to shed light on a 
selec/ve set of globalising dynamics in HE: the rise of the globally compe//ve university, 
higher educa/on markets, and the idea of a world class university.   

The globally compe99ve university 

The idea of a globally compe//ve university emerged in the early 1990s primarily in the core 
Anglo-American countries – the United States of America, the United Kingdom, Australia, 
and New Zealand, as they sought to lay down the basis of a new model of economic 
development based on entrepreneurship, innova/on, value crea/on and services (Jessop, 
2008; Robertson 2020). These were na/onal state-driven poli/cal projects whose agendas 
were guided by powerful intergovernmental organisa/ons, like the Organisa/on for 
Economic Coopera/on and Development (OECD), known as the ‘rich countries club’. By the 
end of the 1990s the Europe Union would join the push to recalibrate ‘the idea of the 
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university’ to align more closely with its goals of global compe//veness, with the launch of 
the Bologna Process (Robertson 2008), placing itself between the United States on one side, 
and Japan on the other (Zgaga 2007; Spruyt 2020). By 2004, China had replaced Japan in this 
tri-polar representa/on of the world, though for its own part it has sought to advance a 
project referred to as capitalism with Chinese characteris/cs (Tin Yau and Pan, 2021). 
Though it is difficult to dis/l what this really means, it nevertheless represents an asser/on 
of a dis/nct civilisa/onal project in opposi/on to western capitalism.  

Transforming the culture of the university takes a great deal of idea/onal work. In this 
respect globalisa/on was mobilised by poli/cians and policymakers as a condi/on of the 
world that demanded a response; that of compe//on (Marginson and Considine, 2000; 
Zgaga 2007). In effect, compe//on sets up a Darwinian winner takes all race to the top.  
Streeck (2009: 242-3) calls compe==on ‘capitalism’s animal spirit’ (Streeck, 2009) for it 
enables:  

…the ins/tu/onally-protected possibility for enterprising individuals to pursue 
even higher profit from an innova/ve manner at the expense of other producers. 
The reason why compe//on is so effec/ve as a mechanism of economic change 
is that where it is legi/mate in principle, as it must be almost by defini/on in a 
capitalist economy, what is needed to mobilise the energy of innova/ve 
entrepreneurship is not collec/ve delibera/on or a majority vote but, ideally, just 
one player who, by devia/ng from the established way off ‘doing things’ can 
force all others to follow, at the ul/mate penalty of ex/nc/on (p. 242-3).  

A key cultural shig for universi/es in those countries dominated by neoliberalism as a 
poli/cal project was the emula/on of the core values and prac/ces of business. This affected 
the ways universi/es were governed, and how the university itself governed its academic 
and non-academic faculty (Deem, 1998; Olssen and Peters, 2005). Hood (1991) called this 
the New Public Management; a set of prac/ces that drew from neoliberalism as an under-
girding poli/cal project which replaced state planning models. These changes were designed 
to slow down, or reverse, growth in government spending and staffing.  

Driven by the ‘crowding out’ thesis – the view was that removing government from key 
areas of ac/vity would enable the private sector to thrive and s/mulate growth and greater 
efficiencies (Osborne and Gaebler 1991). NPM was to drama/cally alter the vision and 
mission of the university in the Anglo-American countries away from that Newman’s ‘Idea of 
a University’ (Newman, 1910) to the entrepreneurial university. With the extension of the 
Bologna Process across Europe, the European ‘idea of a university’ gave ground to more 
/ghtly controlled models with similar degree architectures (Zgaga 2007).  

A globally compe//ve university now recalibrated its understanding of itself as: (i) aligned 
with local and na/onal economic development strategies for global compe//veness; (ii) part 
of a cultural circuit of top performing universi/es whose reputa/on as ‘global’ is reinforced 
in various kinds of ‘consor/a’ (e.g. Universitas 28) who act in club-like ways; (iii) a recruiter 
of global talent (academics and students); and (iv) a value-producing ins/tu/on fostering 
entrepreneurs, value-crea/on such as intellectual property and spin out firms. Taken 
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together these developments are cons/tu/ve of the culture of the new capitalism (Senne^ 
2006; Robertson 2013).  A new cogni/ve frame now reorients the university as an actor, and 
those within as its agents, shaping what is doable and thinkable, and thus consciousness.   

Global higher educa9on markets 

The idea of global higher educa/on markets also had their genesis in the search for a new 
model of economic development ager the West found itself faced with declining levels of 
produc/vity (Jessop 2008). Drawing on Porter’s (1985) idea of compara/ve advantage, it was 
argued the ‘developed countries’ should see their economic advantage as laying in selling 
services. For countries like the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, universi/es 
were seen as these countries’ compara/ve advantage; selling private places to interna/onal 
students, and charging full-fees, could generate revenues. These countries had the 
advantage of having a mature higher educa/on sector, capacity to expand, they taught in 
the global linga franca – English, and could use old colonial /es for new purposes. Before 
long, these early entry entrepreneurs, encouraged by key interna/onal organisa/ons the 
OECD, the World Bank (WB) and the World Trade Organiza/on (WTO)—came to view higher 
educa/on ins/tu/ons as producers of educa/on services which could be given an economic 
value (Kelsey, 2007).  

Since the early 1990s the sheer scale of numbers of students studying for either 
undergraduate or graduate degrees in a country of which they are not a ci/zen is 
remarkable. The OECD, in its annual Educa=on at a Glance (2021), shows that in the 1990s, 
around 1.3 million students were enrolled outside of their country of ci/zenship. However, 
by 2019 this figure was around 6.1 million students (OECD 2021: 213). With some excep/ons 
(e.g., Australia a^racts a large undergraduate popula/on of students) most interna/onal 
students are found studying in Masters’ and Doctoral programmes (OECD 2021).  

Overall, the developing countries are by far the largest sending countries, with China and 
India the two biggest, whilst more than two-thirds of Chinese and Indian students are 
concentrated in only five countries: Australia, Canada, Japan, the United Kingdom (UK), and 
the United States of America (USA). Students study in English and acquire the knowledge 
that is produced in the global metropole, as well as the European/Anglo-American world. 
The global compe//on for (fee-paying) interna/onal students is nuanced by the global 
compe//on for ‘talented’ students. The USA con/nues to have the largest share of 
interna/onal students, though mostly graduates. The a^rac/on of the United States is not 
only its pres/gious universi/es, but its world class research facili/es and its generous 
scholarship programmes, par/cularly in the sciences, mathema/cs, and engineering. It is 
also home to the top science and engineering journals; a litmus test of dominance in global 
knowledge produc/on (Marginson 2014). Yet more recent rise of China as a global power 
and its compara/ve economic strength in rela/on to the USA, has resulted in a healthy 
‘study-abroad’ programme in China par/cularly for American students now seeking to 
acquire some understanding of China, and engagement with Mandarin as a poten/al 
contender to English (OECD, 2021: 215).  
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Over /me, these higher educa/on as a ‘service sector’ have become major revenue 
generators for governments and are a key component of the new globalised services-based 
economy (Marginson and Considine, 2000; King et al., 2009). Governments’ trade 
department have sought to represent the value of higher educa/on as an export sector, 
whilst the World Trade Organiza/on uses trade in educa/on sta/s/cs to now represent the 
size of the educa/on sectors around the world; Australia educa/on services are listed as the 
4th largest generator of GDP behind iron ore (Robertson, 2020). 

The world class university 

Compe//on also underpins the idea of a world class university. It uses hierarchical orderings 
(with their implied superior/inferior registers of difference) to generate a social iden/ty 
(world class) (Robertson 2018). Comparison acts as a moral spur and de facto form of 
governance, giving direc/on to compe//on through its insistence that if we aspire to 
improve (despite very different resources and posi/ons in the global hierarchy), that we will 
make it.   

The first ranking of universi/es to represent the global ‘world class’ university was 
developed in 2003 by the Shanghai Jiao Tong University (Hazelkorn 2009).  Within months of 
the launch of the Shanghai Jiao Tong Academic Ranking of World Universi/es (ARWU) in 
2003, a major European mee/ng was told that Europe was not just behind the US, but also 
other economies around the world (ibid). With only 10 European universi/es amongst the 
top-ranked 50 (the highest of them in the UK) compared with 35 universi/es for the United 
States, Europe’s policymakers released a rush of ins/tu/onal pronouncements on the need 
to reform Europe’s higher educa/on systems. A year later (2004) the Times Higher Educa/on 
(THE) and Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) World University Rankings (THE-QS) were launched. 
Styling itself as the global authority on higher educa/on performance, the Times Higher 
Educa/on (THE) launched a reinven/on of itself as a global university ranking expert. THE 
ini/ally partnered with (or was “powered by”) Thompson-Reuters in 2009; this later changed 
to the large publishing company Elsevier. By early 2010, the European Commission had also 
announced its own challenge to the global rankings game with U-Mul/rank, a European-
driven ranking system (Marginson 2014).  

Different reasons are advanced as to why global rankings are important and have been taken 
up enthusias/cally by governments and ins/tu/ons. Some argue ranking data provides 
informa/on to students regarding the quality of the universi/es, and thus can inform their 
choices, though Hazelkorn (2009) sees rankings are instruments for deep transforma/ons 
within the higher educa/on sector.  Others argue that rankings are an accountability system 
that is useful in govern the sector, and that what is important are that the indicators in the 
ranking are rigorous and robust measure (Salmi and Saroyan, 2007: 35). S/ll others (e.g., 
Marginson, 2008), argue rankings are cons/tuent technologies for assigning value to 
knowledge goods and flows in what he calls a new poli/cal economy of knowledge. This 
approach tries to grasp hold of transforma/ons in knowledge produc/on within the 
academy (open source and commercial markets), and the ‘global knowledge status system’ 
which has emerged to give direc/on to, and differen/ate or stra/fy, different knowledge 
flows.  
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This la^er element is important. The Shanghai Jiao Tong privileges a par/cular form of 
knowledge and how it is circulated: this includes disciplines such as science, mathema/cs 
and technology, Nobel Prize holders, the presence of interna/onal students, and cita/ons. 
The idea/onal underpinnings of the Shanghai Jiao Tong ranking are the elite Ivy League 
universi/es of the USA, and the UK’s Oxbridge ins/tu/ons. It is also clear that rankings 
themselves have become big business, and for rankers, major wealth accumulators. In other 
words, there are cultural, poli/cal, and economy dynamics that work which are transforming 
higher educa/on (Robertson 2019).  

However, rather than convergence, we can observe diverse strategies and outcomes to the 
prolifera/on of commercial rankings: from specific ‘top’ universi/es being allocated funds, 
such as in Russia (Mäkinen	2021) to move up the rankings; universi/es being strategically 
selec/ve of different ranking systems, such as the liberal arts universi/es or the youngest 
figy year old, that suit their posi/oning in higher educa/on; and s/ll others as in China who 
are responding to China’s double first class ini/a/ve as a reac/on to the world class agenda 
dominated by the Anglo-American universi/es (Tin and Pan 2021). Taken together, global 
rankings are transforming higher educa/on and selec/ve universi/es, at the same /me 
crea/ng new forms of stra/fica/on based on ordinally-coordinated and assigned reputa/on 
(Robertson 2019).            

World class university ranking technologies are idea/onally-driven social and poli/cal 
projects star/ng in a specific spa/al loca/on (usually global ci/es), and building rapidly 
through endogenous processes (such as being incorporated into university branding and 
adver/sing; genera/ng compe/ng ranking systems; becoming part of a legi/ma/ng 
discourse on accountability; entering explanatory discourses, as in those outlined below;  
and genera/ng new revenue streams for selected actors, such as the publishing firms).  In 
doing so, they knit themselves into the social imaginary of the globally compe==ve 
university, but also seek to cons/tute a new cogni/ve frame and social ontology.   

Conclusions 

We began this chapter by asking: what does it mean to take ‘the cultural turn’ seriously to 
engage it on research on globalisa/on and higher educa/on? Our first response was to resist 
simply favouring a new turn – the cultural. Instead, we argued that we needed to add a 
theorised cultural lens to engage with, rather than depart from, a poli/cal economy of 
globalisa/on and higher educa/on. Our second response was to explore a par/cular 
theorisa/on of culture for cultural poli/cal economy; in this case to embrace a more 
dialec/cal structural culturalist approach underpinned by a cri/cal realist set of assump/ons, 
with its stra/fied social ontology.  A third was to propose that to study global orders it is 
important to situate socie/es and their poli/cal economies to avoid reducing cultures to 
culture. To do this we drew on civilisa/onal arguments. This is par/cularly important in 
studying higher educa/on systems and their universi/es around the globe to avoid 
reinforcing colonial and imperialist projects. This is not to suggest poli/cal projects are not 
imposed, that poli/cal actors don’t aim to secure hegemony, or empires and imperialism are 
a thing of the past. Far from it. Rather, it is to make the point that these are dynamic 
processes, involving idea/onal struggles, and where rela/ons and thus outcomes are 
asymmetrical.     
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In our analysis of the rise of the globally compe//ve university, the crea/on of global higher 
educa/on markets, and the idea of the world class university, we make a series of points. 
First, these are idea/onal projects driven by the restructuring of capital by the na/on states 
of the Anglo-American world, their ideological brokers, such as the OECD, World Bank, and 
World Economic Forum beginning in the 1990s. Over /me and with momentum, they 
became globalising ideas that came to dominate the social imaginary (James and Steger, 
2014), and thus the very meaning of the university as an ins/tu/on, with teaching, research 
and links to industry increasingly colonised for by economic discourses. A globally 
compe//ve university invests in human capital for the growing economy; a global educa/on 
market aimed at interna/onal students secures revenues for the state and the university by 
way of fees and local consump/on, whilst the circula/on of brains to the ‘west’ aims to keep 
that talent there to contribute to the economic development of the ‘west’. This is an a^empt 
to secure hegemony, but all hegemonic projects are prone to crises, and radical rupture.  

Second, the globalising of the idea of a world class university reinforces the supremacy of 
the universi/es of the Anglo-American world, as it is their elite ins/tu/ons, publishing house 
and corpora/ons that provide and symbolic and material resources to keep this social 
imaginary secured. This asserts the social ontology of a market civilisa/on (Gill, 1995) that 
resonates with the West’s no/on of progress, individualism, consumerism, and commitment 
to science and technology as premier knowledges. This hyper-commodifica/on of HE 
services has found an almost never-ending space for new services, especially in developing 
countries with low access rates to university, or unstable regula/ons for HE ins/tu/ons and 
related services (Robertson 2020).   

Third, tensions, nego/a/ons and contradic/ons are integral to this project;  the ramping up 
of compe//ve individualism now reveals its deep flaws, whilst pockets of resistance and 
contesta/on have become visible. Not everyone gets ahead, and social inequali/es have 
revealed deep chasms in these socie/es, giving rise to pathological forms of authoritarian 
populism.  And  the globalising of the neoliberal project, is at its core a highly provincial one 
and its cri/cs have revealed the deeply colonial nature of the contemporary compe//ve 
university  (Santos, 2018; Bhambra). Different civilisa/onal states, from Islam to China, have 
themselves begun to assert their own versions of the modern university, and its place in 
their socie/es and social order; in the case of China via the Belt and Road Ini/a/ve,  its 
‘double first class with Chinese charac/s/cs evalua/on of science model, and most recently 
in recognising publica/ons from Chinese publishers.   

Finally, and to conclude, because cultures are plural, and meaning making and negota/on 
are fundamental to understanding the life world, it is in the interplay of  the micro-
perspec/ves of actors with the structuring of ideology that we see the possibili/es for 
reflexivity, rupture and social change.      
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